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Executive Summary

The Endangered Species Act (“Act”) is one of the world’s most effective laws for protecting biodiversity, 

preventing the extinction of 99 percent of protected species and putting dozens on the road to recovery.1 But 

more and more, the protections of the Act are being fought by powerful special interests, such as big agriculture, 

the oil and gas industry, developers and ranchers. In recent years, the financial and political influence of 

industries opposed to wildlife protections has paid off in a little-known way, resulting in the protection of 

special interests over the protection of imperiled species. In response to political pressure from such special 

interests, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (“Service”) has used an obscure provision of the Act to subvert the 

law’s intent and green-light many of the very activities putting species at risk.  

The provision of the Act the Service now routinely misuses to sidestep the law’s conservation requirement is 

named for its place in the statute — the “4(d) provision.” Key to its use is the fact that it applies to threatened 

but not endangered species,2 a limitation that encourages the Service to protect species only as “threatened,” 

even when their own scientists recommend they be protected as “endangered.” The 4(d) provision mandates 

the Service to issue regulations that are “necessary and advisable to provide for the conservation” of threatened 

species in an effort to prevent them from becoming endangered.3 The clear intent of the provision is to provide 

the Service with the necessary tools to halt activities that are harmful to the species, such as banning most 

ivory imports as it did in 1978 to protect African elephants. The 4(d) provision also gives the Service flexibility 

to authorize activities that do not pose a threat to the species, such as scientific research or catch and release 

fishing.   

But in recent years the Service has escalated use of the 4(d) provision to sanction actions that are clearly 

harmful to the conservation of threatened species. For example, ranching is a major threat to the California tiger 

salamander. But in protecting the salamander in 2004, the Service exempted all ranching activities — including 

the use of rodenticides and herbicides — even though the only part of ranching operations that sometimes 

benefits the salamanders are stock ponds. In 2008 the Service used the 4(d) provision to exempt activities that 

cause greenhouse gas emissions and the resulting loss of sea ice habitat – the primary threat to the polar bear’s 

survival.         
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In this review, the Center for Biological Diversity determined that of the 75 domestic 4(d) rules the Service has 

issued since the Act was passed, 19 include major loopholes allowing activities such as logging, oil and gas 

development and other forms of habitat destruction known to be detrimental to the survival and recovery of the 

species. Indeed, in most cases the exempted activities are the very threats that contributed to the need to protect 

the species under the Act in the first place.

We found that eight of those 19 decisions (42 percent) were issued by the Obama administration. In fact, 

no other presidential administration has used this detrimental loophole so often.

The Obama administration’s 4(d) decisions include:

· A 2014 decision allowing oil and gas, wind and ranching industries to harm or kill lesser prairie 

chickens;

· A 2013 rule authorizing airport and agricultural activities that harm imperiled streak horned larks and 

destroy prime habitat;

· A 2016 rule allowing virtually all habitat-impacting activities to proceed in northern long-eared bat 

habitat even though the species is being decimated by disease and needs intact forests to survive.  

The Fish and Wildlife Service also proposed other major 4(d) rules under the Obama administration, including 

for the American wolverine and bi-state population of sage grouse, but rather than protecting these species 

under the Act, the agency caved to considerable political pressure and withdrew protection altogether; thus 

those two 4(d) rules were never finalized.

Conclusion: Our review finds that since the Act was passed, nearly every administration has used 4(d) rules 

in questionable ways to exempt practices harmful to species; however, the Obama administration has greatly 

accelerated the practice. If animals and plants under the care of the Endangered Species Act are going to survive 

and thrive, the Service must stem its use of such detrimental loopholes.
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Introduction

The Endangered Species Act of 1973 differed from 

previous endangered species laws by “broaden[ing] 

[the] concept of ‘endangered species’” to include 

“threatened species,” meaning they are not currently in 

danger of extinction, but are likely to become so in the 

foreseeable future.4 When the Service lists a species 

as “endangered,” a “take” prohibition automatically 

goes into effect, making it illegal to kill, injure, harass 

or otherwise harm the species, including habitat 

modification that causes injury or death.5 In contrast, 

when a species is listed as threatened, the agency must 

enact 4(d) rules that are “necessary and advisable 

to provide for the conservation” of the species, but 

it may — or may not — extend the prohibitions in 

section 9.6 The Service took the precautionary step 

of automatically extending the take prohibition to all 

threatened species in 1978, issuing a commendable 

rule that remains in place today.7  

However, the Service also did not waste time in 

attempting to use the 4(d) provision to exempt 

activities that are clearly harmful, namely early 

attempts to allow sport hunting of the gray wolf and 

grizzly bear, which were both overturned by the 

courts.8 In the case overturning the wolf rule, a court 

agreed the Service has discretion whether to include 

a take prohibition against hunting and trapping gray 

wolves, but it stressed this discretion “is limited by 

the requirements that the regulations … must provide 

for the conservation of threatened species.”9 Looking 

to the Act’s definition of “conservation,” it found 

regulated take is only allowed “in the extraordinary 

case where population pressures within a given 

ecosystem cannot otherwise be relieved ….”10 A 

court echoed these findings in the case overturning 

grizzly bear hunting, and in doing so, it specified 

that “population pressures” are limited to ecological 

considerations such as the carrying capacity of an 

ecosystem — not social factors like conflicts between 

bears and people, as the Service tried to claim.

After the Service failed in its early efforts to allow 

hunting of threatened species under 4(d), the agency 

started tinkering with ways to use it to give industry 

exemptions for politically controversial species. 

This began with a 1984 4(d) rule allowing take 

of up to 5,000 Utah prairie dogs on private lands 

under a state permit,11 followed by a 1993 rule 

allowing development in habitat for the California 

gnatcatcher.12 The Service issued three more harmful 

4(d) rules before releasing its most controversial one 

to date: a 2008 rule for the polar bear designed not 

for conservation purposes, but instead, explicitly to 

exempt take from climate change — the greatest threat 

to the polar bear’s survival.13

The 2008 polar bear 4(d) rule ended up being an 

ominous presage of what was to come: a proliferation 

of destructive rules in which the Service specifically 

allows activities that threaten wildlife but provides 

minimal, if any, measures to conserve the species. 

Indeed the Obama administration has issued a 

steady stream of problematic 4(d) rules for species, 

particularly when the species’ protection garnered 

opposition from states and industry. The lesser prairie 

chicken, northern long-eared bat, wolverine and 
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streaked horned lark discussed below all demonstrate 

how the agency is undermining the survival and 

recovery of imperiled species with the passage of 

faulty 4(d) rules. Conversely, the African lion listing 

discussed below illustrates the proper use of a 4(d) 

rule to help conserve a species. 

There can be no question that Congress did not 

intend the Act’s 4(d) provision to exempt threats 

compromising the conservation of species. Congress 

gave the Service flexibility on when and where to 

apply take prohibitions for threatened species so 

that it would not have to prosecute citizens engaged 

in conservation or activities with minimal and 

unintentional impacts, like recreational fishing.14 The 

4(d) provision thus provides the Service with “almost 

an infinite number of options” to conserve threatened 

species and prevent them from becoming endangered, 

but it does not allow the Service to create rules that 

will further imperil species.15  

The Endangered Species Act does contain a specific 

provision for allowing actions that harm individuals 

of a listed species, but it isn’t found in section 4(d). 

Congress added section 10 to the Act in 1982, which 

allows permits for take of listed species for scientific 

and enhancement purposes, as well as for “incidental 

take” if a “habitat conservation plan” (“HCP”) is 

developed for the species. 16 Unlike 4(d) rules, HCPs 

must include provisions to monitor, minimize and 

mitigate impacts — provisions that become binding 

and enforceable.17 Even in the cases where 4(d) rules 

have contained helpful measures — albeit limited, in 

exchange for allowable take — these rules lack the 

notice, monitoring, and reporting requirements of 

permits, and thus provide no measurement of whether 

or not the harmful activities are, in fact, helping to 

push a species toward extinction.  

We reviewed all domestic 4(d) rules issued by the 

Service since passage of the Act and identified 19 

that exempted threats identified as contributing to 

the endangerment of the species.18 Of these 19 rules, 

eight (42 percent) have come under the Obama 

administration. Two other major 4(d) rules, for the 

American wolverine and bi-state population of sage 

grouse, were proposed by the Service under the 

Obama administration, but rather than listing these 

species, the agency caved to considerable political 

pressure and withdrew protection altogether; thus the 

4(d) rules were never finalized. The harmful rules 

include one allowing oil and gas, wind and ranching 

interests to take lesser prairie chickens under a state 

plan the Service itself found did not adequately 

address threats to the species; one authorizing airport 

and agricultural activities that strike and mow over 

imperiled streak horned larks; and one allowing all 

but a short list of activities in northern long-eared bat 

habitat even though the species is being decimated by 

disease and needs intact forests.  

This report highlights some of the worst 4(d) rules 

issued to date, illustrating the ways 4(d) is increasingly 

being misused to create loopholes that severely limit 

the Endangered Species Act’s ability to conserve and 

recover protected species.
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The name of the lesser prairie chicken belies the 

importance of this charismatic bird as a keystone 

species that reflects the health of sustainable prairie 

ecosystems, as well as its central role in some Native 

American cultures. The charismatic bird’s elaborate, 

highly competitive courtship rituals feature males 

raising tufts of feathers over their heads, making 

distinctive “booming” sounds from inflated air sacks 

on their necks and rapidly stomping their feet. The 

unique mating behaviors are celebrated in traditional 

stories and war dances of Arapaho and Cheyenne 

tribes and attract bird-watchers from around the world. 

But the natural prairie habitat critical to the survival 

of the lesser prairie chicken is highly coveted by 

agricultural, ranching and energy industries. And those 

industries successfully lobbied for the sweeping 4(d) 

rule now in place that strips away critical protections 

and severely undermines the ability of the Endangered 

Species Act to prevent the bird’s extinction.

Dramatic Declines in Lesser Prairie Chicken 

Population Go Unchecked

Once common across the southern Great Plains, the 

lesser prairie chicken is thought to have numbered 

up to 2 million birds, ranging across more than 

180,000 square miles in Colorado, New Mexico, 

Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas. The remaining prairie 

habitat in this region has been severely fragmented by 

agriculture and industry. Wind turbines, oil and gas 

wells and associated roads and transmission lines are 

now also spreading across the landscape. The lesser 

prairie chicken survives in just 8 percent to 16 percent 

of its historic range today,19 and its population has 

plummeted as a result — dropping 37 percent between 

2003 and 2015 — with an all-time low of just 17,616 

birds in 2013.20 

It’s not hard to see why the lesser prairie chicken is 

in such trouble. According to the Service, it needs 

large areas of intact native prairie land to maintain 

self-sustaining populations — often larger than 20,000 

acres.21 However, the agency found that 99.8 percent 

of all suitable habitat is in patches less than 5,000 

acres in size, and even the few remaining large patches 

are not “intact.”22 The Service identified just 71 

patches in all five states that are at least 25,000 acres, 

and it says every one of these have “fragmenting 

features” such as oil and gas wells and wind turbines.23 

Not surprisingly, lesser prairie chicken numbers have 

been tanking in recent years, dropping from more than 

80,000 birds in the early 2000s to fewer than 30,000 

birds in the last five years (Figure 1). This decline is in 

part caused by drought, but this provides little solace 

The Dance of the Lesser Prairie Chicken

Lesser prarie-chicken photo by Kevin Rolle / Flickr CC BY-NC-SA 
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because climate change threatens to make future 

droughts more frequent and intense, and together with 

continuing habitat destruction, a drought could be the 

final deathblow for the species.

The effort to protect the lesser prairie chicken under 

the Act began two decades ago, when the Biodiversity 

Legal Foundation, now subsumed in the Center for 

Biological Diversity, filed a formal listing petition 

with the Service in October 1995.24 Following a 

subsequent lawsuit to force an initial decision on the 

petition, the Service determined the lesser prairie 

chicken needed protection in June 1998, but it 

declared these protections were precluded by other 

priorities — putting the species in regulatory limbo as 

a “candidate” species for the next 14 years.

By 2008 the Service found that threats to the lesser 

prairie chicken had reached the highest possible 

level, primarily due to the major proliferation of wind 

turbines and oil and gas drilling during the preceding 

ten years. However, the agency continued to drag its 

feet until a court-ordered settlement agreement forced 

it to either propose or withdraw listing.25 When the 

Service finally made this decision in December 2012, 

it issued a proposed rule to protect the species as only 

threatened.26 At the same time, the Service invited 

industries and states to develop a voluntary plan for 

the species, saying it would consider authorizing that 

industry-friendly plan under a 4(d) rule.27  

Aerial surveys the next spring showed the total 

population collapsed by an alarming 50 percent just 

between 2012 and 2013, revealing just how close 

the species is to extinction. Nonetheless, the Service 

finalized a threatened listing in April 2014 instead of 

Figure 1.  Lesser prairie chicken population numbers since 2003. 
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protecting the species as endangered, and approved 

one of the most damaging 4(d) rules to date.28  

The 4(d) Rule

Industries worked to delay endangered species 

protections for the lesser prairie chicken for as long 

as possible, using the time to push their version 

of a “rangewide conservation plan.” Finalized in 

October 2013, the rangewide plan covers practically 

every imaginable human activity that could impact 

lesser prairie chickens, including agriculture, wind 

turbines, cell and radio towers, oil and gas drilling, 

road construction, OHV use and hunting.29 The Service 

found the plan “has not eliminated or adequately 

reduced the threats” to the species,30 but it embraced 

the plan unchanged in the final 4(d) rule, essentially 

approving — for the next three decades — any 

destructive activity enrolled under the rangewide plan.31  

In so doing the Service used a “net conservation 

benefit” standard.32 This concept is from section 10 

permitting and when the proper monitoring, reporting 

and mitigation are in place the Service authorizes 

activities using this standard. But with 4(d) rules, like 

the lesser prairie chicken rule, there is no monitoring, 

no reporting, and no attempt to quantify the rule’s 

impacts. This rule is a prime example of a black box 

into which an imperiled species falls and may never 

return.  

Much of the plan simply reiterates existing laws, 

regulations and programs — the very things the 

Service found to be inadequate to protect the lesser 

prairie chicken.33 These requirements are based on 

voluntary measures, only “encouraging” industries 

to avoid impacts “where feasible.”34 Similarly, the 

rangewide plan encourages industries to avoid habitat 

destruction in “focal areas,” “connectivity zones,” or 

within 1.25 miles of known breeding grounds. But 

industries can simply write a check for “mitigation” 

and construct a new wind turbine, oil well, or road 

in these areas “when complete avoidance is not 

possible.” 

The rangewide plan estimates more than 1,000 lesser 

prairie chickens will be killed under the plan every 

year, or roughly six percent of the total population.35 

This equates to more than 31,000 birds over 30 years 

— more than the number of lesser prairie chickens 

living in the wild today. This estimate does not include 

the number of birds that will be killed by agriculture, 

industrial development, or hunting, as well as the on-

going take of the species from existing infrastructure. 

Due to its questionable assumptions, the estimate is 

likely much lower than what will actually occur.

Despite getting 4(d) coverage for a plan that 

“facilitat[es] continued and uninterrupted economic 

activity throughout the entire five-state LPC range,”36 

industry groups and states are attempting to remove 

the lesser prairie chicken from the threatened list 

completely with four separate lawsuits that aim to 

delist the species. At least two legislative riders in 

2014 and five riders in 2015 also aimed to knock 

out or delay protections for the species. The Center 

and partners filed a lawsuit in June 2014 seeking 

endangered status for the species and to overturn the 

4(d) rule — determined to ensure the next dance of the 

lesser prairie chicken is not its last.   
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Northern Long-eared Bat

The northern long-eared bat is a small to medium-

sized bat with a relatively long tail, wide wingspan, 

and, as its name suggests, lengthy ears, making it 

specially adapted to fly through mature forests while 

mating, roosting and foraging. The species is wide-

ranging — documented from Florida to Newfoundland 

and Louisiana to British Columbia — but it lives in 

small, scattered populations, with the core of its range 

centered in the northeastern United States. Well known 

and loved for their bug-eating propensities, these bats 

provide essential ecosystem services throughout their 

range.   

Northern long-eared bats live in forests and migrate 

to caves and abandoned mines (called hibernacula) 

during the winter months to hibernate. The bats mate 

on the wing in the fall and the females give birth (or 

pup) the following summer while in roost trees. 

A deadly disease called white-nose syndrome is 

putting northern long-eared bats on a fast-track toward 

extinction, causing their numbers to plummet by as 

much as 99 percent in some areas in just the eight 

years since the disease was first found in the United 

States. In spite of these alarming statistics, the Service 

backpedaled from its original proposal to list the 

northern long-eared bat as endangered,37 bowing to 

industry pressure by giving the bat less protection as 

a threatened species and simultaneously issuing an 

interim 4(d) rule green-lighting activities that kill and 

harm the species.38

White-nose Syndrome

First discovered in the United States in 2006 in New 

York, white-nose syndrome (“WNS”) has quickly 

spread to 28 states and the District of Columbia, 

killing millions of bats. The disease is caused by a 

fungus that infects bats as they hibernate, covering 

their wings and muzzles with a white, fuzzy substance 

that penetrates deep skin tissues. The effects are 

devastating: Bats awaken and stir more often during 

hibernation, causing them to burn up critical fat 

reserves, leading ultimately to starvation and death. 

The disease can wipe out an entire colony in just one 

winter. It is believed to be spread from bat to bat and 

by humans who carry the fungus between caves. And 

it is fatal to northern long-eared bats and at least seven 

other bat species, with no known cure. The disease 

leaves surviving bats weakened and at great risk 

to “[o]ther sources of mortality [that] could further 

diminish the species’ ability to persist as it experiences 

ongoing dramatic declines.”39

Northern long-eared bat courtesy USFWS
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Northern long-eared bats are particularly hard-hit by 

the disease; for example, the Service noted that in a 

study of 103 caves, “68 percent of the sites declined 

to zero northern long-eared bats” after WNS hit.40 In 

Vermont, where the northern long-eared bat was the 

second most common bat species before the disease 

hit, the Service found “it is now one of the least likely 

to be encountered.”41 The same level of decline is 

expected to occur throughout the species’ range as the 

disease expands across the continental United States, 

putting it at imminent risk of extinction.   

Protecting Special Interests Instead of Bats

The Center petitioned the Service to protect the 

northern long-eared bat in January 2010, detailing 

the devastating impacts of white-nose syndrome and 

documenting threats from logging, fracking and other 

activities that destroy or significantly damage the 

interior forest habitat the bats need. The Service finally 

concluded in June 2011 that the petition showed 

protection may be warranted and agreed in a 2011 

multi-species settlement with the Center to make a 

decision on the petition in fiscal year 2013.

When the Service finally made this determination in 

October 2013, it proposed to list the northern long-

eared bat as endangered, finding that a less-protective 

threatened listing was “not appropriate … because 

the threat of WNS has significant effects where it 

has occurred and is expected to spread rangewide 

in a short timeframe.”42 The Service also found that 

such things as habitat modification, climate change 

and contaminants may have a significant effect when 

combined with the impacts of white-nose syndrome, 

further warranting an endangered listing.  

It didn’t take long for special interests — primarily the 

logging and energy industries — to mount a vicious 

attack against the proposal along with a handful of 

states. At least six legislative riders were proposed in 

2015 pertaining specifically to limiting or preventing 

federal protections for northern long-eared bats. The 

Service subsequently delayed its final listing decision 

four times — by well over a year — and signaled that 

it was going to renege on its proposed endangered 

listing.43 It did just that in April 2015, finalizing a 

rule to list the northern long-eared bat as a threatened 

species — after previously finding the designation 

insufficient and despite ever- declining bat numbers.44 

The threatened listing was accompanied by an interim 

4(d) rule that exempted a host of activities known 

to be harmful to the bat from the prohibition against 

killing or harming the species.45

The 4(d) Rule

As with the interim 4(d) rule for northern long-eared 

bats, the final rule does nothing to try to prevent or 

reverse the spread of white-nose syndrome.46 Instead 

the rule authorizes the continuation of virtually all 

activities that negatively impact the bat and its habitat. 

First, the rule prohibits “purposeful” take of the bats 

but then provides six exceptions, including for public 

health; hazardous tree removal; removal from a human 

structure; permitted capture until May 2016; by 

agency or state officials; and permitted take.47 In every 

one of these six instances, direct and purposeful take 

of the species is allowed. 
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But the rule’s most significant shortcoming is its 

failure to protect northern long-eared bat habitat. The 

rule allows all “incidental” take of northern long-eared 

bats in areas outside the white-nose syndrome buffer 

areas. In other words, logging, housing developments, 

energy development, and the like can all proceed. 

In areas affected by the disease, and for a 150-mile buffer 

around them, incidental or unintentional take is only 

prohibited in four very limited instances: within known 

hibernacula; in the entrance or interior environment of 

known hibernacula; tree removal within 1/4 mile of a 

known hibernacula; and from June 1 to July 31 removal 

of known roost trees or trees within a 150-mile radius of 

known roost trees. No other activities that impact the bats 

or their habitat are prohibited. 

Outside of activities prohibited around a hibernacula or 

a roost tree in the summer, it is business as usual. And 

nothing prevents the logging of known roost trees from 

August 1 to May 31. Moreover, the hibernacula or roost 

tree has to be known for the incidental take prohibition 

to apply. This does not mean surveying to discern 

whether the bats are there. Instead, a state official must 

be contacted to get whatever GIS data is available on 

northern long-eared bat hibernacula and/or roost trees. 

Roost trees are hard to survey for and much scientific 

information is still lacking on this species, thus failing 

to require bat surveys is another big loophole.  

In sum, throughout most of the range of the northern 

long-eared bat, and for most activities that threaten the 

species beyond or in addition to white-nose syndrome, 

it is as though the species was never protected under 

the Endangered Species Act. Given the severity of the 

disease and the rapid decline in northern long-eared bat 

populations, the loss of each additional individual bat 

can have a considerable, harmful effect. This means 

habitat loss and other threats could cause the bats to 

become even less resilient to, and unable to recover 

from, white-nose syndrome —becoming the final 

tipping point on the path to the species’ extinction.  

The northern long-eared bat is a classic example of 

a species that should be protected as endangered, 

but the Service downgraded it to a threatened listing 

specifically to appease industry interests and then 

created a 4(d) rule broad enough to drive a logging 

truck and wind turbine through.

The plight of the polar bear captured the world’s 
attention when images of drowning and 
starving bears began to appear, becoming a 

tragic, graphic illustration of the accelerating effects of 
climate change as its sea ice habitat melts away. Under 
current greenhouse gas emissions and climate change 
projections, the U.S. Geological Survey predicts two-
thirds of the world’s polar bear population will likely 
go extinct within the next 35 years — including all 
polar bears in the United States. Despite these urgent 
threats, the Service finalized a 4(d) rule for the polar 
bear in 2008 that among other things exempts take 
from greenhouse gas emissions.

This created a pattern for species plagued by our 
changing climate whereby the Service either exempts 
the primary threat to the species under 4(d) — 
greenhouse gas emissions — or denies the species 
protections under the Act entirely. Following the polar 
bear came the American pika, Kittlitz’s murrelet and 
wolverine. The Service has entirely stepped away from 
using our most effective tool for protecting biological 
diversity — the Endangered Species Act — to address 
climate change, even though this threat is growing all 
the time and pushing more and more species to the 
brink of extinction. 

Ignoring Climate Change Under 4(d)
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Streaked Horned Larks

Identified by its distinctive tufts of feathers that look 

like horns when raised, the streaked horned lark is a 

small, ground-dwelling songbird that lives in native 

prairies and coastal areas west of the Cascades in 

the Pacific Northwest. It once ranged from British 

Columbia to southwest Oregon, and while historic 

population estimates are not available, the bird was 

described as common and abundant 100 years ago in 

places like Puget Sound and the Rogue, Umpqua and 

Willamette river valleys. Largely paved or plowed 

over, native prairies in this region are now one of 

the rarest ecosystems in the United States — with 

less than 5 percent remaining. Streaked horned larks 

have disappeared along with this prairie habitat, 

and it is estimated that a total of only 1,100 to 1,600 

individuals remain in the world today.48  

The species has been lost entirely from much of 

its range, including Canada, the San Juan Islands, 

Oregon coast and Umpqua and Rogue valleys.49 

Only a small fraction of remaining lark habitat 

is in protected hands, and most of the remaining, 

scattered lark populations are clinging to survival 

in places that are far from ideal. Five of six nesting 

sites left in the Puget lowlands are next to airports 

and military airfields, and four nesting sites are 

found at municipal airports in the Willamette 

Valley.50 This includes the single biggest nesting 

population, which is just 75 to 100 pairs, found 

at the Corvallis Municipal Airport.51 The largest 

amount of potential winter habitat is in Oregon’s 

Willamette Valley where agriculture is the dominant 

land use,52 and this land has never been surveyed for 

larks or had specific areas prioritized for long-term 

conservation efforts.  

An Endangered Species Act Listing That Includes 

Virtually No Protections

Streaked horned larks were placed on the candidate 

list for protection in 2001 due to their small 

population size and loss of all but about 1 percent of 

their native habitat.53 The Center and allies petitioned 

the Service to protect streaked horned larks under 

the Endangered Species Act in December 2002 due 

to their declining populations and habitat loss. The 

Service agreed in a 2011  multi-species settlement 

with the Center 2011 to make a decision on the 

petition in fiscal year 2012. 

The Service proposed to list streaked horned larks 

as threatened with a 4(d) rule in October, 2012.54 In 

listing the streaked horned lark, the Service found the 

birds “face a combination of several high-magnitude 

Streaked horned lark courtesy USFWS
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threats,” saying the threats are “significant,” 

“immediate,” and occur throughout its range. 55 

Despite these conclusions, the small size of the lark’s 

population and its drastic contraction, the Service 

listed the lark as threatened and not endangered.  

The 4(d) Rule 

The threatened listing of the lark included a 4(d) rule 

that exempts: all agricultural activities in Oregon’s 

Willamette Valley; all airport activities at non-federal 

airports; and noxious weed control on non-federal 

land.56 Ironically, mowing to reduce hazards to 

aviation and some agricultural practices (particularly 

grass seed production) create open grasslands and 

bare patches that the birds prefer. Unfortunately 

these and other activities also put the birds directly in 

harm’s way.  

Larks are routinely struck and killed by aircraft. 

One military base documented the loss of seven 

larks from a 26-lark population during an eight-

year period.57 Mowing during the breeding season 

tramples the birds, their young and their nests. 

Other agricultural activities, such as plowing and 

planting of crops, are highly detrimental to the 

species. Planting blueberries or grapes for wine 

instead of grass seed, does not benefit the species 

or create potential habitat.  These threats could 

and should have been prohibited when the Service 

finally protected the streaked horned lark under the 

Endangered Species Act. Instead, the Service did 

nothing to tailor the exempted activities to benefit the 

species. Thus, the activities authorized by the 4(d) 

rule are not necessarily beneficial to larks, let alone 

activities that will conserve the species. 

Nor did the Service design the broad exemptions it 

created to benefit larks. For example, the Service 

pointed out that the timing of mowing and other 

vegetation management is critical — it is beneficial 

to maintain grasslands during parts of the year but 

it destroys nests and drives away adults when done 

in the breeding season.58 The rule is also devoid of 

any requirements for monitoring the number of birds 

killed from the 4(d) rule or reporting on the effects 

it has on lark populations.59 The Center has notified 

the Service about these concerns to ensure that these 

prairie birds have the chance they deserve to survive 

and recover.  

In addition to protecting native biological diversity, 
the Endangered Species Act also implements the 
United States’ commitments under the Convention 

on Trade in Endangered Species of Flora and Fauna, 
or CITES.63 That international agreement protects 
species by placing them on one of three appendices 
that specify relevant trade requirements providing the 
greatest protections for Appendix I species and few 
protections for those species listed on Appendix III.64   

The prohibition on take in the Act only applies within 
the United States and on the high seas, but 4(d) 
rules still must be for a conservation purpose, which 
includes an admonishment against regulated taking.65  
Nevertheless, the Service often uses 4(d) rules for 
foreign threatened species  to allow trade through 
quotas and other mechanisms under CITES. Thus 
species such as the leopard, straight-horned markhor, 
and beluga sturgeon all have elaborate 4(d) rules that 
allow take and trade of the species subject to certain 
conditions.66  These rules raise serious questions given 
the definition of conservation in the Act.

Foreign Listed Species
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Wolverine

The original ruler of the high country, wolverines 

range across steep, rugged mountains and rely on 

areas that remain covered in snow through the spring 

months to cache food, den and rear their pups. Males 

have wide ranges and cover substantial ground in 

pursuit of females and new habitat. But roads, human 

developments and winter recreation facilities all 

hamper this species’ ability to roam. The largest land-

dwelling species in the mustelid family, the wolverine 

is also famous for its daring and tenacity. Members 

of the species have been known to prey on animals as 

big as moose, and there are many reports of mountain 

lions, bears and wolves retreating from their kills at 

a wolverine’s approach. But despite their ferocious 

reputation, wolverine populations in the United States 

have dwindled to roughly 250-300 animals.

Skirting Endangered Species Act Protections 

Since 1995 the Center and others have sought 

endangered species protections for the wolverine.  The 

Service agreed, in our multi-species settlement of 2011, 

to either finally propose to list the wolverine under 

the Act or make a not-warranted finding. The 2013 

proposal to protect wolverines as a threatened species 

focused on the loss of their snowy habitat due to climate 

change.60 While scientists also identified roads, human 

developments, resource extraction, winter recreation and 

poaching as threats to the species, the Service wholly 

ignored these threats in its listing proposal. 

Making matters worse, the Service poised itself to ignore 

the effects of climate change — the single threat it identified 

— with a proposed 4(d) rule that would not “regulate 

greenhouse gas emissions.”61 The Service recognized that 

wolverines need spring snow to successfully rear their 

young, yet it did nothing to spur action to protect this 

essential habitat. Instead the 4(d) rule would have directly 

authorized all incidental take of wolverine except from 

trapping and hunting. The 4(d) rule would have allowed 

road-building, human developments and resource extraction 

to continue unfettered despite the large body of scientific 

evidence showing all these activities threaten the species. 

Unfortunately the controversy caused by the Service’s 

reluctance to address climate change under the Act led the 

agency to pull the wolverine listing proposal altogether, 

even with the incredibly lax standards it would have 

imposed. To accomplish this about-face, the Service had 

to ignore its own scientists’ conclusions regarding the 

impacts of our changing climate on wolverines, which is 

precisely what the agency did. The Center and its allies are 

challenging this decision in federal court, seeking adequate 

Endangered Species Act protections for this disappearing 

species.

Wolverine  photo by Manfred Werner Tsui / Flickr CC-BY-SA
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African Lion

When an American dentist killed Cecil the lion in a trophy 

hunt in Zimbabwe in summer 2015, he not only sparked 

international outrage but also shed light on a little-known 

fact: Hundreds of lion “trophies” are exported each year, 

and more than half of them come to the United States. 

In 2013 alone, 630 lion trophies and 237 other parts 

were imported into the United States from Africa, which 

includes claws, bones and other body parts and does not 

necessarily represent the total number of lions killed.66  

Scientists estimate that around 100,000 lions lived in 

Africa in 1960, but as few as 22,000 to 32,000 remain in 

the wild today — a decline of at least 68 percent. With 

ever-growing human populations, lions are also facing 

drastic habitat reductions and are often confined to parks.67 

An endangered listing is warranted given these low 

numbers and the growing threats confronting African lions, 

but once again, the Service proposed only to list the lion 

as threatened under the Act in October 2014.68 But this 

time the Service broke its trend and proposed a 4(d) rule 

that “provide[s] for the conservation” of African lions by 

tightening trade requirements.69  

In December 2015 the Service protected African lions 

under the Act recognizing that two subspecies exist and 

protecting one as endangered (in northern, western and 

central Africa) and the other subspecies as threatened (in 

southern and eastern Africa).70

The 4(d) rule finalized for the threatened subspecies 

(Panthera leo melanochaita) requires an Endangered 

Species Act permit for trade in threatened lions and their 

parts, even though such threatened species that are listed 

on Appendix II of CITES often are exempt from such 

requirements.71 This means the Service must determine 

that importing the “trophy” will enhance the survival of 

the species for the trade to be authorized.72 The rule will 

provide the public with notice and the opportunity to 

comment on African lion imports into the United States 

while ensuring that the trade is beneficial to the species’ 

survival.73 This 4(d) rule will add protections that are 

“necessary and advisable for the conservation” of the 

species, rather than stripping them away.  

This is a rare case of the Service making wise conservation 

use of its authority under 4(d), and proves the agency 

understands its obligation to conserve threatened species. It 

is too late to save Cecil, but his death highlighted the need 

for additional protections for lions from the significant 

trade in this species in which the United States engages. 

African lions photo by Mark Dumont / Flickr CC-BY-NC
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Conclusion

If the Endangered Species Act is to continue to protect our biological diversity and save species from 

extinction, it is critical that threatened species receive necessary protections — not broad exemptions. 

Without those protections the Act will fail to provide for threatened species’ recovery, leading to either 

the need for more endangered listings or species’ extinctions. If the Act fails to work, it will open it up 

to further challenges by congressional members and industry. Likewise, by deciding to list politically 

controversial species as threatened, instead of endangered, the Service is failing to adhere to the Act’s 

requirements and congressional intent, which will only increase the number of court battles the agency 

has on its hands.   

The current rash of 4(d) rules containing major loopholes raises serious concerns about implementation 

of the Act. Without a direct change in agency policy, the Service is setting up the Act to fail and our 

biological diversity to be lost along with it.   
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4(d) Rules Issued for Domestic Species

Minor Major

Apache trout 

(aka Arizona 

trout)

50 CFR § 17.44(a); 

40 Fed. Reg. 29,863
07/16/75 Ford  by state law

Take in accordance 

with state law

Originally listed as endangered in 

1967, then downlisted to 

threatened in 1975

Lahontan 

cutthroat trout

50 CFR § 17.44(a); 

40 Fed. Reg. 29,863
07/16/75 Ford  by state law

Take in accordance 

with state law

Originally listed as endangered, 

then downlisted to threatened

Paiute 

cutthroat trout

50 CFR § 17.44(a); 

40 Fed. Reg. 29,863
07/16/75 Ford  by state law

Take in accordance 

with state law 

Originally listed as endangered, 

then downlisted to threatened

Grizzly bear
50 CFR § 17.40(b); 

40 Fed. Reg. 31,734
07/28/75 Ford  direct 

Killing in self-defense 

or defense of others, 

removal of nuisance 

bears, research 

purposes, and hunting 

in Bob Marshall 

wilderness

Take from hunting was 

overturned by a court order & 

removed in 1992 (57 Fed. Reg. 

37,478 (Aug. 19, 1992))

Bayou darter
50 CFR § 17.44(b); 

40 Fed. Reg. 44,149
09/25/75 Ford  by state law

Take in accordance 

with state law 

American 

alligator

50 CFR § 17.42(a); 

40 Fed. Reg. 44,412
09/26/75 Ford  direct

Direct take by gov't 

officials, take and 

trade by public based 

on conditions

Listed due to similarity of 

appearance.  The 4(d) rule was 

amended several times as the 

range of the threatened listing 

expanded (See e.g., 52 Fed. 

Reg. 21,059 (June 4, 1987); 50 

Fed. Reg. 45,407 (Oct 31, 1985))

Alabama 

cavefish
42 Fed. Reg. 45,526 09/09/77 Carter 

Uplisted to endangered in 1987, 

so the 4(d) rule is no longer in 

effect (53 Fed. Reg. 37,968 (Sept. 

28, 1988))

Take 

Authorized
What's Exempted CommentsSpecies Citation

Date 

Finalized

Admini-

stration

Type of Threats 

Exempted
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Minor Major

Take 

Authorized
What's Exempted CommentsSpecies Citation

Date 

Finalized

Admini-

stration

Type of Threats 

Exempted

Slackwater 

darter

50 CFR § 17.44(c); 

42 Fed. Reg. 45,526
09/09/77 Carter  by state law

Take in accordance 

with state law

Slender chub
50 CFR § 17.44(c); 

42 Fed. Reg. 45,526
09/09/77 Carter  by state law

Take in accordance 

with state law 

A separate 4(d) rule is in effect 

for introduced/experimental 

population (72 Fed. Reg 52,434 

(Sept. 13, 2007), codified at  50 

CFR § 17.84(s))

Spotfin chub
50 CFR § 17.44(c); 

42 Fed. Reg. 45,526
09/09/77 Carter  by state law

Take in accordance 

with state law

A separate 4(d) rule is in effect 

for introduced/experimental 

population (70 Fed. Reg 17,916 

(Apr. 8, 2005), codified at  50 CFR 

§ 17.84(m))

Yellowfin 

madtom

50 CFR § 17.44(c); 

42 Fed. Reg. 45,526
09/09/77 Carter  by state law

Take in accordance 

with state law 

A separate 4(d) rule is in effect 

for introduced/experimental 

population (72 Fed. Reg 52,434 

(Sept. 13, 2007), codified at  50 

CFR § 17.84(e))

Leopard darter
50 CFR § 17.44(d);

43 Fed. Reg. 3711
01/27/78 Carter  by state law

Take in accordance 

with state law

Gray wolf

(Minnesota)
43 Fed. Reg. 9607 03/09/78 Carter  direct

Take due to livestock 

depredation, defense 

of self & others, & 

other limited take

Downgraded listing in Minnesota 

from endangered to threatened 

with a 4(d) rule

Little kern 

golden trout

50 CFR § 17.44(e);

43 Fed. Reg. 15,427
04/13/78 Carter  by state law

Take in accordance 

with state law

Greenback 

cutthroat trout
50 CFR § 17.44(f) 04/18/78 Carter  by state law

Take in accordance 

with state law

Green sea 

turtle

50 CFR § 17.42(b); 

43 Fed. Reg. 32,800
07/28/78 Carter  direct

Incidental catches 

and subsistence 

hunting

Does not apply where the 

species is listed as endangered
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Minor Major

Take 

Authorized
What's Exempted CommentsSpecies Citation

Date 

Finalized

Admini-

stration

Type of Threats 

Exempted

Loggerhead 

sea turtle

50 CFR § 17.42(b); 

43 Fed. Reg. 32,800
07/28/78 Carter  direct

Incidental catches 

and subsistence 

hunting

Does not apply where the 

species is listed as endangered

Ridley sea 

turtle

50 CFR § 17.42(b); 

43 Fed. Reg. 32,800
07/28/78 Carter  direct

Incidental catches 

and subsistence 

hunting

Does not apply where the 

species is listed as endangered

San Marcos 

salamander

50 CFR § 17.43(a);

45 Fed. Reg. 47,355
07/14/80 Carter  by state law

Take in accordance 

with state law

Madison cave 

isopod

50 CFR § 17.46(a);

47 Fed. Reg. 43,699
10/04/82 Reagan  incidental

Scientific research in 

accordance with 

federal, state and 

local laws

Gray wolf

(Minnesota)
48 Fed. Reg. 36,256 08/10/83 Reagan  direct Hunting Overturned in federal court

Chihuahua 

chub

50 CFR § 17.44(g);

48 Fed. Reg. 46,053
10/11/83 Reagan  by state law

Take in accordance 

with state law

Originally proposed as 

endangered (45 Fed. Reg. 82,474 

(Dec. 15, 1980))

Utah prairie 

dog

50 CFR § 17.40(g);

49 Fed. Reg. 22,330
05/29/84 Reagan 

Take in Iron County, UT 

under state permit, not 

to exceed 5,000 per 

year

Originally listed as endangered

Beautiful shiner
50 CFR § 17.44(h);

49 Fed. Reg. 34,490
08/31/84 Reagan  by state law

Educational, scientific, 

& conservation 

purposes under 

Arizona law

Yaqui catfish 
50 CFR § 17.44(h);

49 Fed. Reg. 34,490
08/31/84 Reagan  by state law

Educational, scientific, 

or conservation 

purposes under 

Arizona law
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Take 

Authorized
What's Exempted CommentsSpecies Citation

Date 

Finalized

Admini-

stration

Type of Threats 

Exempted

Big Spring 

spinedace

50 CFR § 17.44(i); 

50 Fed. Reg. 12,298
03/28/85 Reagan  by state law

Under state law for 

educational or 

scientific purposes; 

zoological exhibition; 

enhancement of 

species; & other 

conservation purposes

Foskett 

speckled dace

50 CFR § 17.44(j);

50 Fed. Reg. 12,302
03/28/85 Reagan  by state law

Under state law for 

educational or 

scientific purposes, 

zoological exhibition, 

conservation

Hutton tui 

chub

50 CFR § 17.44(j);

50 Fed. Reg. 12,302
03/28/85 Reagan  by state law

Under state law for 

educational or 

scientific purposes, 

enhancement, 

zoological exhibition, 

& other conservation 

purposes

Niangua darter
50 CFR § 17.44(k);

50 Fed. Reg. 24,649
06/12/85 Reagan  by state law

Under state law for 

educational or 

scientific purposes, 

enhancement, 

zoological exhibition, 

& other conservation 

purposes
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Take 

Authorized
What's Exempted CommentsSpecies Citation

Date 

Finalized

Admini-

stration

Type of Threats 

Exempted

Warner sucker
50 CFR § 17.44(l);

50 Fed. Reg. 39,117
09/27/85 Reagan  by state law

Under state law for 

educational or 

scientific purposes, 

enhancement, 

zoological exhibition, 

& other conservation 

purposes or state 

permitted recreational 

fishing

Desert dace
50 CFR § 17.44(m);

50 Fed. Reg. 50,304
12/10/85 Reagan  by state law

Under state law for 

educational or 

scientific purposes, 

enhancement, 

zoological exhibition, 

& other conservation 

purposes

Railroad valley 

springfish

50 CFR § 17.44(n);

51 Fed. Reg. 10,857
03/31/86 Reagan  by state law

Under state law for 

educational or 

scientific purposes, 

enhancement, 

zoological exhibition, 

& other conservation 

purposes
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Take 

Authorized
What's Exempted CommentsSpecies Citation

Date 

Finalized

Admini-

stration

Type of Threats 

Exempted

Sonora chub
50 CFR § 17.44(o);

51 Fed. Reg. 16,042
04/30/86 Reagan  by state law

Under state law for 

educational or 

scientific purposes, 

enhancement, 

zoological exhibition, 

& other conservation 

purposes or state 

permitted recreational 

fishing

Spikedace 51 Fed. Reg. 23,769 07/01/86 Reagan 

Educational, scientific, 

conservation activities, 

and recreational 

fishing

Was uplisted to endangered in 

2012, so 4(d) rule is no longer in 

effect (77 Fed. Reg. 10,810 (Feb. 

23, 2012))

Grizzly bear

50 CFR § 

17.40(b)(i)(E);

51 Fed. Reg. 33,760

09/23/86 Reagan  direct Hunting

Rule was overturned by court 

order and removed in 1992 (57 

Fed. Reg. 37,478 (Aug. 19, 1992))

Loach minnow 51 Fed. Reg. 39,468 10/28/86 Reagan 

Educational, scientific, 

conservation activities, 

and recreational 

fishing

Was uplisted to endangered in 

2012, so 4(d) rule is no longer in 

effect (77 Fed. Reg. 10,810 (Feb. 

23, 2012))

Pecos 

bluntnose 

shiner

50 CFR § 17.44(r);

52 Fed. Reg. 5295
02/20/87 Reagan  by state law

Under state law for 

educational or 

scientific purposes, 

enhancement, 

zoological exhibition, 

& other conservation 

purposes or state 

permitted recreational 

fishing
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Minor Major

Take 

Authorized
What's Exempted CommentsSpecies Citation

Date 

Finalized

Admini-

stration

Type of Threats 

Exempted

Waccamaw 

silverside

50 CFR § 17.44(s);

52 Fed. Reg. 11,277
04/08/87 Reagan  by state law

Take in accordance 

with state law

Little Colorado 

spinedace

50 CFR § 17.44(t);

52 Fed. Reg. 25,034
09/16/87 Reagan  by state law

Under state law for 

educational or 

scientific purposes, 

enhancement, 

zoological exhibition, 

& other conservation 

purposes

Blue-tailed 

mole skink

50 CFR § 17.42(d); 

50 Fed. Reg. 12,298
11/06/87 Reagan  by state law

Take authorized by 

state conservation law 

for educational & 

scientific purposes; 

zoological exhibition; 

enhancement of 

species; & other 

conservation purposes

Sand skink 
50 CFR § 17.42(d); 

50 Fed. Reg. 12,298
11/06/87 Reagan  by state law

Take authorized by 

state conservation law 

for educational & 

scientific purposes; 

zoological exhibition; 

enhancement of 

species; & other 

conservation purposes
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Minor Major

Take 

Authorized
What's Exempted CommentsSpecies Citation

Date 

Finalized

Admini-

stration

Type of Threats 

Exempted

Pygmy sculpin
50 CFR § 17.44(u);

54 Fed. Reg. 39,846
09/28/89

H.W. 

Bush
 all

Special rule authorizes 

municipality to 

remove spring flow in 

excess of 3 cubic 

ft/sec

Applies to city of Anniston, AL.  

FWS intended for the general 

4(d) rule to apply.  City otherwise 

owns and protects the spring 

where the species occurs. 

Utah prairie 

dog

50 CFR § 17.40(g); 

56 Fed. Reg. 27,438
06/14/91

H.W. 

Bush


Take on private land 

under state permit, not 

to exceed 6,000 per 

year

Mountain lion

(Florida)

50 CFR § 17.40(h); 

56 Fed. Reg. 40,265
08/14/91

H.W. 

Bush
 direct

Take by permit, for 

taxonomical 

identification purposes 

& for human safety

Prohibits most take in Florida due 

to similarity of appearance with 

the endangered Florida panther

Gulf sturgeon
50 CFR § 17.44(v);

56 Fed. Reg. 49,658
09/30/91

H.W. 

Bush
 by state law

Under state law for 

educational or 

scientific purposes, 

enhancement, 

zoological exhibition, 

& other conservation 

purposes

Louisiana 

black bear

50 CFR § 17.40(i); 

57 Fed. Reg. 588
01/07/92

H.W. 

Bush


incidental 

take

All logging except den 

trees

Applies to black bears in Texas, 

Louisiana, and Mississippi

Coastal 

California 

gnatcatcher

50 CFR § 17.41(b);

58 Fed. Reg. 65,088
12/10/93 Clinton 

incidental 

take

Activities carried out 

pursuant to a state 

NCCP plan
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Finalized
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stration

Type of Threats 

Exempted

Bog turtle 

(Southern DPS)

50 CFR § 17.42(f); 

62 Fed. Reg. 59,605
11/04/97 Clinton 

incidental 

take

All incidental take in 

southern DPS

The southern DPS is listed due to 

similarity of appearance with 

northern DPS; there is no 4(d) 

take exemptions for the northern 

DPS

Bull trout

(Jarbidge River 

DPS)

50 CFR § 17.44(x);

64 Fed. Reg. 17,110
04/08/99 Clinton  by state law

Under state law for 

educational or 

scientific purposes, 

enhancement, 

zoological exhibition, 

& other conservation 

purposes or state 

permitted recreational 

fishing

DPS was listed as endangered on 

an emergency basis in 1998 (63 

Fed. Reg. 42,757 (Aug. 11, 1998)), 

then listed as threatened in 1999

Bull trout (lower 

48 except 

Jarbridge River 

basin)

50 CFR § 17.44(w);

64 Fed. Reg. 58,910
11/01/99 Clinton 

By state, 

NPS, or 

Native 

American 

law

Under state, NPS, & 

Native American laws 

for educational or 

scientific purposes, 

enhancement, 

zoological exhibition, 

& other conservation 

purposes or fishing 

activities until April 9, 

2001

Klamath and Columbia river DPSs 

were listed in previous decision 

(63 Fed. Reg. 31,647 (June 10, 

1998))

Canada lynx
50 CFR § 17.40(k);

65 Fed. Reg. 16,052
03/24/00 Clinton 

direct of 

captive lynx

Imports, exports, & 

interstate commerce 

of captive lynx

Prohibits all take of wild lynx

Preble’s 

meadow 

jumping mouse

50 CFR § 17.40(l); 

66 Fed. Reg. 28,125
05/22/01

G.W. 

Bush
 incidental

Rodent control; 

agriculture; 

landscaping; existing 

water uses

Direct take also allowed by 

threatened species permit
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Exempted

Chiricahua 

leopard frog 

50 CFR § 17.43(b);

67 Fed. Reg. 40,790
06/13/02

G.W. 

Bush
 incidental

Incidental take from 

maintenance of 

livestock tanks on 

private, state, & tribal 

lands or cattle using 

the tanks

Reviewed and relisted after 

taxonomic revisions (77 Fed. Reg. 

16,324 (Mar. 20, 2012))

California tiger 

salamander

50 CFR § 17.43(c); 

69 Fed. Reg. 47,212
08/04/04

G.W. 

Bush
 incidental

Routine ranching 

activities on private & 

tribal land

California red-

legged frog

50 CFR § 17.43(d); 

71 Fed. Reg. 19,244
04/13/06

G.W. 

Bush
 incidental

Routine ranching 

activities on private & 

tribal land

Originally proposed as 

endangered

Gila trout
50 CFR § 17.44(z); 

71 Fed. Reg. 40,657
07/18/06

G.W. 

Bush
 by state law

Under state law 

permitted fishing 

activities or for 

educational or 

scientific purposes, 

enhancement, 

zoological exhibition, 

& other conservation 

purposes 

Was listed as endangered in 

1967 and downlisted to 

threatened in 2006.  Recreational 

fishing is allowed except in four 

streams that contain relict 

populations 

Northern sea 

otter

(SW Alaska 

DPS)

50 CFR § 17.40(p);

71 Fed. Reg. 46,864
08/15/06

G.W. 

Bush


As 

authorized 

under 

MMPA

Native handicraft or 

clothing that is 

created by Alaskan 

native, not exported 

for commercial 

purposes, and is 

authorized or 

exempted by MMPA
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Polar Bear
50 CFR § 17.40(q);

73 Fed. Reg. 76,249
12/16/08

G.W. 

Bush


incidental 

take & all 

take 

authorized 

by the 

MMPA

Any activity authorized 

or exempted by 

MMPA and/or CITES, 

including greenhouse 

gas emissions, & all 

incidental take 

outside range in U.S.

Shovelnose 

sturgeon

50 CFR § 17.44(aa); 

75 Fed. Reg. 53,598
09/01/10 Obama  incidental

Incidental take from 

commercial fishing in 

certain areas

.

Okaloosa 

darter

50 CFR § 17.44(bb); 

76 Fed. Reg. 18,087
04/01/11 Obama  incidental

Incidental take at 

Elgin airforce base 

during prescribed fire, 

habitat restoration & 

culvert removal, and 

during scientific 

research and 

monitoring

Was originally listed as 

endangered in 1973, then 

downlisted to threatened in 2011

Cassius blue 

butterfly

50 CFR § 17.47(a);

77 Fed. Reg. 20,948
04/06/12 Obama  incidental

Incidental take from 

otherwise lawful 

activity except 

collection in a certain 

geographic area

Listed due to similarity of 

appearance with Miami blue 

butterfly.  Originally listed as 

threatened on an emergency 

basis (76 Fed. Reg. 49,542 (Aug. 

10, 2011))

Ceranunus 

blue butterfly

50 CFR § 17.47(a);

77 Fed. Reg. 20,948
04/06/12 Obama  incidental

Incidental take from 

otherwise lawful 

activity except 

collection in a certain 

geographic area

Listed due to similarity of 

appearance with Miami blue 

butterfly.  Originally listed as 

threatened on an emergency 

basis (76 Fed. Reg. 49,542 (Aug. 

10, 2011))
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Nickerbean 

blue butterfly

50 CFR § 17.47(a);

77 Fed. Reg. 20,948
04/06/12 Obama  incidental

Incidental take from 

otherwise lawful 

activity except 

collection in a certain 

geographic area

Listed due to similarity of 

appearance with Miami blue 

butterfly.  Originally listed as 

threatened on an emergency 

basis (76 Fed. Reg. 49,542 (Aug. 

10, 2011))

Utah prairie 

dog

50 CFR § 17.40(g);

77 Fed. Reg. 46,158
04/26/12 Obama 

direct & 

incidental 

Incidental take from 

agriculture & 

ranching; other

North 

American 

wolverine

78 Fed. Reg. 7890 

(proposed); 

79 Fed. Reg. 47,522 

(withdrawn)

02/04/13 Obama 
direct & 

incidental 

Incidental take from 

an otherwise lawful 

activity, including 

greenhouse gas 

emissions

Proposal to list as threatened 

with 4(d) rule was withdrawn in 

2014 (79 Fed. Reg. 47,522 (Aug. 

13, 2014)).  

Polar Bear
50 CFR § 17.41(q); 78 

Fed. Reg. 11,766
02/20/13 Obama 

incidental 

take & all 

take 

authorized 

by the 

MMPA

Any activity authorized 

or exempted by 

MMPA and/or CITES, & 

all incidental take 

outside range in U.S., 

including greenhouse 

gas emissions

Streaked 

horned lark

50 CFR § 17.41(a);

78 Fed. Reg. 61,451
10/03/13 Obama 

incidental 

take

Airport management, 

noxious weed control, 

& agriculture

Agriculture exemption applies 

only in Willamette Valley, OR
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Mazama 

pocket 

gophers  

50 CFR § 17.40(a);

79 Fed. Reg. 19,760
04/09/14 Obama 

incidental 

take

Maintenance of 

civilian airports; 

agriculture & 

ranching; vegetative 

management & 

maintaining fences 

along roads; & 

invasive plant control

Applies to 4 subspecies: Olympia 

pocket gopher, Roy Prairie 

pocket gopher, Tenino pocket 

gopher, & Yelm pocket gopher

Lesser prairie-

chicken

50 CFR § 17.41(d);

69 Fed. Reg. 20,074
04/10/14 Obama 

incidental 

take

Authorizes incidental 

take from Range-Wide 

Plan for species, NRCS 

plan, and certain 

agricultural activities

Including, but not limited to, take 

from wind turbines; cell and 

radio towers; oil drilling; road 

construction; OHV use; hunting; 

& agriculture

Northern 

Mexican 

gartersnake

50 CFR § 17.42(g);

79 Fed. Reg. 38,677
07/08/14 Obama  incidental

Incidental take on non-

federal lands from 

construction, use, and 

maintenance of stock 

tanks

Dakota skipper
50 CFR § 17.47(b); 79 

Fed. Reg. 63,672
10/24/14 Obama  incidental

Fence construction, 

livestock 

management and 

watering facilities, 

noxious weed control, 

haying & mowing
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Greater sage 

grouse

(Bi-state DPS)

78 Fed. Reg. 64,358 

(proposed); 

80 Fed. Reg. 22,828 

(withdrawn)

04/23/15 Obama  incidental

Incidental take from 

comprehensive 

conservation 

programs for the 

species and certain 

conservation 

practices on private 

lands, 

The proposal to list the bi-state 

DPS of the greater sage grouse 

as a threatened species with a 

4(d) rule was withdrawn in April 

2015

Georgetown 

salamander

50 CFR § 17.43(e); 

80 Fed. Reg. 47,418
08/07/15 Obama  incidental

Activities on non-

federal land consistent 

with Georgetown city 

code

Black pine 

snake

50 CFR § 17.42(h); 

80 Fed. Reg. 60,468
10/06/15 Obama  incidental

Incidental take during 

prescribed burning, 

herbicide use, certain 

logging activities 

(excluding conversion 

of long-leaf pine and 

significant habitat 

disturbance)
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Northern long-

eared bat  

50 CFR § 17.40(o);

81 Fed. Reg. 1900
01/14/16 Obama 

direct & 

incidental 

Direct take is 

prohibited except for 

public safety, 

hazardous tree 

removal, bat removal 

from human structure, 

already permitted 

handling (until May, 

2016), and certain 

federal and state 

offical activities. The 

only incidental take 

that is prohibited is in 

WNS areas and buffers 

in: known hibernacula 

and entrances 

thereto; from tree 

removal 1/4 mile 

around known 

hibernacula, or of 

known roost trees or 

150 feet around roost 

trees from June-July

Originally proposed as 

endangered.  An interim 4(d) rule 

was approved on April 2, 2015, 

and a final rule on January 14, 

2016



4(d) Rules Issued for Foreign Species

Minor Major

Black howler 

monkey

50 CFR § 17.40(c);

41 Fed. Reg. 45,990
10/19/76 Ford  direct

Take of species held in 

captivity (& offspring) 

at time of final rule

Chimpanzee 41 Fed. Reg. 45,990 10/19/76 Ford  direct
Take of species held in 

captivity (& offspring)

All subspecies of chimpanzee 

were uplisted to endangered in 

2015, so 4(d) rule no longer in 

effect for this species (80 Fed. 

Reg. 34,499 (6/16/2015))

Formosan 

rock 

macaque

50 CFR § 17.40(c);

41 Fed. Reg. 45,990
10/19/76 Ford  direct

Take of species held in 

captivity (& offspring) 

at time of final rule

Glada 

baboon

50 CFR § 17.40(c);

41 Fed. Reg. 45,990
10/19/76 Ford  direct

Take of species held in 

captivity (& offspring) 

at time of final rule

Japanese 

macaque

50 CFR § 17.40(c);

41 Fed. Reg. 45,990
10/19/76 Ford  direct

Take of species held in 

captivity (& offspring) 

at time of final rule

Lesser slow 

loris

50 CFR § 17.40(c);

41 Fed. Reg. 45,990
10/19/76 Ford  direct

Take of species held in 

captivity (& offspring) 

at time of final rule

Long-tailed 

langur

50 CFR § 17.40(c);

41 Fed. Reg. 45,990
10/19/76 Ford  direct

Take of species held in 

captivity (& offspring) 

at time of final rule

What's Exempted CommentsSpecies Citation
Date 

Finalized

Admini-

stration

Type of Threats 

Exempted Take 

Authorized
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Minor Major

What's Exempted CommentsSpecies Citation
Date 

Finalized

Admini-

stration

Type of Threats 

Exempted Take 

Authorized

Philippine 

tarsier

50 CFR § 17.40(c);

41 Fed. Reg. 45,990
10/19/76 Ford  direct

Take of species held in 

captivity (& offspring) 

at time of final rule

Purple-faced 

langure

50 CFR § 17.40(c);

41 Fed. Reg. 45,990
10/19/76 Ford  direct

Take of species held in 

captivity (& offspring) 

at time of final rule

Stump-tailed 

macaque

50 CFR § 17.40(c);

41 Fed. Reg. 45,990
10/19/76 Ford  direct

Take of species held in 

captivity (& offspring) 

at time of final rule

Tonkin snub-

nosed 

monkey

50 CFR § 17.40(c);

41 Fed. Reg. 45,990
10/19/76 Ford  direct

Take of species held in 

captivity (& offspring) 

at time of final rule

Species was uplisted to 

endangered in 1990 so 4(d) rule 

is no longer in effect (55 Fed. 

Reg. 39,414 (09/27/90))

Toque 

macaque

50 CFR § 17.40(c);

41 Fed. Reg. 45,990
10/19/76 Ford  direct

Take of species held in 

captivity (& offspring) 

at time of final rule

White-footed 

tamarin

50 CFR § 17.40(c);

41 Fed. Reg. 45,990
10/19/76 Ford  direct

Take of species held in 

captivity (& offspring) 

at time of final rule

African 

elephant

50 CFR § 17.40(e); 

43 Fed. Reg. 20,499; 

57 Fed. Reg. 35,473

05/12/78 Carter 

Imports of sport-

hunted trophies and 

live elephant trade

Prohibits most imports & exports 

of elephant parts such as ivory. 

FWS proposed changes in July 

2015 to prohibit all take & to 

strengthen restrictions on ivory 

trade (80 Fed. Reg. 45,154 

(7/29/2015))
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Authorized

Leopard
50 CFR § 17.40(f);

47 Fed. Reg. 4204
01/28/82 Reagan 

Imports of sport 

hunted trophies

Does not apply where the 

species is listed as endangered

Argali
50 CFR § 17.40(j); 

57 Fed. Reg. 28,014
06/23/92

H.W. 

Bush
 Trophy hunting

Populations must be large 

enough to sustain trophy hunting 

and meet other requirements for 

exemption to apply

Nile crocodile
50 CFR § 17.42(c);

58 Fed. Reg. 49,870
09/23/93 Clinton 

Limited 

imports/exports of skins 

and parts

A 4(d) rule for Zimbabwe was 

previously in effect

Saltwater 

crocodile

(Australia)

50 CFR § 17.42(c);

61 Fed. Reg. 32,356
06/24/96 Clinton 

Limited 

imports/exports of skins 

and parts

Originally listed as endangered. 

No threatened species permit 

required.

Brown caiman
50 CFR § 17.42(c);

65 Fed. Reg. 25,867
05/04/00 Clinton 

Limited 

imports/exports of skins 

and parts

Listed for similarity of 

appearance.  No threatened 

species permit required.

Common 

caiman

50 CFR § 17.42(c);

65 Fed. Reg. 25,867
05/04/00 Clinton 

Limited 

imports/exports of skins 

and parts

Listed for similarity of 

appearance. No threatened 

species permit required.

Yacare 

caiman

50 CFR § 17.42(c);

65 Fed. Reg. 25,867
05/04/00 Clinton 

Limited 

imports/exports of skins 

and parts

Originally listed as endangered. 

No threatened species permit 

required.

Vicuna
50 CFR § 17.40(m);

67 Fed. Reg. 37,695
05/30/02

G.W. 

Bush


Allows trade in CITES 

App II populations 

without an ESA permit 

based on periodic 

review

Originally listed as endangered

Beluga 

sturgeon

50 CFR § 17.44(y);

70 Fed. Reg. 10,493; 

70 Fed. Reg. 48,896 

(corrections)

03/04/05
G.W. 

Bush


Certain trade in caviar 

and meat exempt 

from threatened 

species permit 

requirement

Prohibits trade and commerce of 

beluga sturgeon and caviar with 

limited exceptions
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Salmon-

crested 

cockatoo

50 CFR § 17.41(c);

76 Fed. Reg. 30,758
05/25/11 Obama 

Imports/exports of 

captive bred birds & 

species held in 

captivity before 

certain dates

Yellow-billed 

parrot

50 CFR § 17.41(c);

78 Fed. Reg. 15,624
03/12/13 Obama 

Imports/exports of 

captive bred birds & 

species held in 

captivity before 

certain dates

Broad-

snouted 

caiman

(Argentina 

DPS)

50 CFR § 17.42(c);

78 Fed. Reg. 38,162
06/25/13 Obama 

Limited 

imports/exports of skins 

and parts

No threatened species permit 

required.

White 

cockatoo

50 CFR § 17.41(c);

79 Fed. Reg. 35,870
06/24/14 Obama 

Imports/exports of 

captive bred birds & 

species held in 

captivity before 

certain dates

Straight-

horned 

markhor

50 CFR § 17.40(d);

79 Fed. Reg. 60,365
10/07/14 Obama 

Imports of sport 

hunted trophies 

subject to certain 

conditions

African lion 

(P.l. 

melanochaita)  

50 CFR § 17.40(r); 

80 Fed. Reg. 80,000 
12/23/15 Obama

Requires a threatened species 

permit along with the CITES 

permit. No exemptions.
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